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Press Note 

Chandigarh, May 16: Come 2011 and the residents of Chandigarh will be 

able to access the records of their properties at the click of mouse. Its 

proposal having been okayed by the Finance Department of the UT 

Administration, the Chandigarh Estate Office has decided to digitize all files 

to offer hassle-free, transparent and efficient service to the people. In doing 

so, the Estate Office has, of course, drawn inspiration from the Chandigarh 

Housing Board.    

Disclosing this here today, Ms Hargunjit Kaur, Assistant Estate Officer, 

Chandigarh, said that the Estate Office had already set in motion the process 

of digitizing its 70,000-odd files. “Each file containing, on an average, about 

500 papers, it had become a tall order and cumbersome exercise to maintain 

them in usable manner. We are now going to digitize them and the entire 

exercise will take about six months. Even otherwise, it is mandatory under 

the Right to Information (RTI) Act to digitize office records”, she added.  

The digitized record would have every detail of the property, including the 

allotment number; date of possession; date of conversion; history of 

payments; stamp duty amount; deed execution; sale criteria; property type 

and percentage of share in the property etc, Ms Hargunjit Kaur said. 

The work has been assigned to SPIC, an agency of the Department of 

Information Technology, UT Administration  which will be shortly setting up 

its centre in the Estate Office to undertake and complete the process of 

digitization of records.. 

The Estate Office staff will sift, sort out and flag about 50 important 

documents in each file. The photostat of these documents would have to be 



done on high resolution as most are in a critical condition. Photocopies of 

these key documents will be scanned and tagged with the records of the 

concerned person, and put on the Estate Office website. 

The proposal which has been given go-ahead by the Finance Department, 

would cost the UT Administration about Rs 2 crore. “Besides facilitating 

people to access details of their property records at the click of mouse, it will 

enable the Estate Office to rein in corruption; contain over-crowding; 

complaints of missing documents from the files; and offer efficient and 

transparent service to the people” the AEO said. 


